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1. INTRODUCTION

)

This report discusses a number of studies which the Westing-

house Learning Corporation (WLC) is interested in conducting

during the'implementation of the experimental course at the

Unitei States Naval Academy (USNA). The results of these

studies will not only be used directly in the continuing im-

. 'provement of the Leadership Management CourSe, but will also

have wide -range applications in the field of educational tech-

nology, specifically in the areas of materials preparation,

media selection, program implementation, and classroom manage-

ment.

The primary purpose of the proposed research is to evaluate

the effects of different media and presentation forms on student

performance. WLC plans to test a number of experimental hypo-
.

theses in which media and presentation design will be varied,

while types of tasks and student characteristics are being

identified. It will thus be possible to correlate student

performance with both the characteristics of the learner and

the characte'ristics of. the task.

The assessment of student variables on number of different

scales (See TR-6.3a, Research and Evaluation Plans - Part I), the

description of categories of learning tasks (Bloom, 1956; Gagne,

1965, Evans, Home, and Glaser, 1962), aad t.e definition of in-

structional variables along the dimensions of presentation

(Tosti, 1968; Tosti and Ball, 1969) should provide sensitive and

valid measures of the effects of these factors on the performance

. of students in the Leadership Management Coiirse.



It is expected that experiments of this type, as part of a
.....

concentrated. effort in educational research, will eventually

result in a comprehensive understanding of the educational pro-

cess, so that an instructor may choose with confidence. the most

effective media and presentation forms.to teach a particular
.

type of student a particular type of task.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES

Accoiding to Tosti (1968):

The quality of an educational system
must primarily be defined in terms
of change in student behavior...
Every factor in the educational sys-
tem must be evaluated as to its
ability to modify, either directly
or indirectly, the behavior of the
student.

'In designing such a behavior change system, several classes
.

. of variables must be considered. These categories are illustra-

ted in Figure 1 below.

Task Variables,
(e.g. sequence
learning type,
etc.)

Presentational
Variables

Student Variables
(e.g. age, IQ, pre-
vious achievement,
learning style,
etc.)

Operational System. .

Variables (e.g. media
mix, instructor-cm-
petence, implementa-
tion ease, etc.):

Figure 1. Categories of'Instructional Variables

Behaviol:
Change .

From Tosti's conceptualization, and from Figure 1 above,

four categories of instructional variables, which are particularly

important to the design of an instructional system, may be identi-

fied. They are:

a. Presentation variables

. b. Media variables

3



c. Student ?.riables
[at

d. Task variables

In this 'section, each of these variables, and their rele-

vance to the proposed research, will be described in detail.

2.1. PRESENTATION DESIGN (PRESENTATION VARIABLES)

Ore of the important questions in current *educational

research is, "Which media will teach a given unit of instruc-

tional material most effectively?"' With the introduction of

so many different technological aids (including teaching

machines, programed texts, television, and film), there is to-

day a steadily increasing variety of devices for use in any

instructional program. The problem is to decide which.medium

is the "best" and what is the most efficient way to use it.

Studies which have attempted to analyze differences between

media have been largely conflicting_ and ambiguous. Reid and

MacLennan (1967), for example, reported 350 abstracts of aodia

studies (mostly television and film); almost none of these

studies found significant differences in. media,

A numbdr of researchers (Stolurow, 1962; :iolland, 1965)

have commented on the type of experimental comparison commonly

attempted in studies related to prograMed instruction. General-

ly, the object of these experiments has been to determine the

relative effectiveness of some existing instructional procedure

compared to that of some new procedure or program.

This type of study has been criticized because the-"exist-

ing instructional procedure, and often the new procedure or pro-

gram, may be so ill-defined and poorly understood in terms of

4



educational methodology that the results of any comparison are

uninterpretable" (Ellis, 1962).

Ellis' criticism applies,to most experimental designs in

which different media are compare('.. Media may differ in a num-

ber of ways. A programed instruction (PI) text, for example,

predents relatively small units of material at a .time, requires

active responding by the student, may provide immediate feed-

back (the correct answet), and allows fo'r 'epetition of material.

A film, on the other hand, is often viewed "passively" with a

great deal of material presented at'a time, and with no provi-

sion for feedback or repetition. Even if there arc differences

in the pefformance of subjects with these two media, it is im-

possible to specify uaich elements of the instruction arc re-
.

sponsible. It appears that the central problem in a great mai*,

media studies har been the inaccurate identification of the

instructional variables. This has resulted in "no significant

differences" between treatment groups, as well as in hopeless ex-
,-

perimental confounding.

In addressing this problem, Tosti and all (1968) have

developed a model for presentation design and media selection

in which a distinction is made between medium and presentation:

Media researchers to date' have not chosen
to distinguish a presentation form from .

the media which carry it. The new model
requires that such a separation be made.

The media in instructional systems carry
not only the data of the instructional
message, but also data on students'
responses and various bits of data nec-
essary to maintain the operating systems.
It is this conglomerate of information

. carried by a medium which will be called
the presentation.

I
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Presentation forms will be explicitly
structured to communicate all data
(stimulus, response, system control,
student control) necessary for au ef-
ficient student-system interface. A
student does not learn from the media.
He learns from the presentation form.
Media do little more than deliver the
information to be learned in whatever
presentational form 'previously decided
upon. SoMe media organizations have
maintained that media choice may con-
tribute to learning efficacy because
of.a student's media preference char-
acteristics or because of media de-.
,pendent cues. However, the impor-

_ tance of these_two.ideas is minimal
when a separate presentation design
is implemented.

Tb illustrate the distinction that.Tosti and Ball have made,

.consider.an instructor giving a lecture to one group of students.

This lecture is videotaped and later shown to another group of

student!,;. Both groups would experience the same presentation

design; only the medium would be different.

Also consider one lecture in which the instructor never an-.

swers questions, and another lecture where the instructor answers

every question. In this case, the media are the same (lecture),

but the presentations of the two lectures is different.

The media selection model which Tosti and Ball have de-

veloped is essentially a taxonomy of instructional presentation

variables, independent of media device, content, and external

constraints. Using this taxonomy, it becomes possible to pre-

cisely describe any instructional event by identifying its

characteristics along basic dimensions which are common to all

instructional presentations. Since the specification of in-

structional variables is a critical consideration in educational -

6



research,.the application of Tosti and Ball's media selection
,J

-...

model may result in a significant improvement in the quality

of media studies and in the generalizability
or their findings.
,.,

The presentation taxonomy may be of comparable value. to other,

educational classification systems. As Bloom (1956) commented

on the taxonomy of education objectives:

... (the taxonomy) is expected to be of
general help to all teachers, adminis-
trators, professional'specialists,-and
research workers- -who deal- with-curric-
ular and evaluation.problems. It is
especially intended to help them dis-
cuss these problems with greater pre-
cisidn.

The research planned for the Leadership Management Course

may be considered a test of the utility of the media selection

model. In each of the experimental hypotheses. to be tested

during the Leadership Management Course, the experimental treat-ments,ments have been defined with reference to the six dimensions of

presentation based on Tosti and Ball's media selection model.

2.1.2 The Dimension of Presentation

The six dimensions of presentation have been derived by a

logical analysis of instructional systems. These systems pos-

sess three basic capabilities:

a. The transmission of instructional information

(stimulus capability)

b. Accepting measurable behavior of the student

. (response capability)

o
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c. Changing the presentation based on the behavior.

of the student (management capability)

These capabilities may be further defined in terms of two

attributes: form and frequency. The result of this analysis

is a 3 x 2 matrix from which the "six dimensions of presentation

have been generated., The matrix is illustrated in Figure 2 on

the following page.

The six.dimensions'of presentation axe:

.a. Stimulus- representation (stimulus-form)

b. Duration (stimulus frequency)

c. Response demand (response form)

d. Response demand frequency (response frequency)

e. Management type (management form)

f. Management frequency

The following subsections give a detailed description of

each of these dimensions.

2.1.2.1 Stimulus Representation (stimulus form). Thii dimension

is related most directly to the media form. It characterizes

the dominant mode of sensory reception (by the student) of the

instructional material. There are three categories within this

dimension:

a. Verbal-written -- written material, such as

printed text

b. Verbal-spoken voice transcriptioris, such

as from a lecturer, videotaped lecture, or

tape recorder

c. Pictorial -- illustrative material, such as

pictures

8



ATTRIBUTES OF SYSTEM CAPABILITY

Form Frequency

Stikulus stimulus duration
representation

Response response response

frequency

Management management management
form frequency

1.

Dimensions of Presentation
.

A

Figure 2. The Dimensions of Presentation
as Represented Within the System
Capability Matrix
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In many presentations, two or more stimulus forms may be
4.k

used simultaneously. A book.may display both illustrations

and prose. ,An educational television program conveys both a

picture and lecture. Other presentations can requiie media-

mixes such as the teacher-blackboard Combination. Less common

is the simultaneous employment of two variations of the same

stimulus presentation, i.e., requiring the student to read and

listen to the same verbal presentation.

- ---- ,,,,,, n
2:1.2.2 Duration (stimulus frequency). Tosti and Ball (1968)

haVe explained stimulus frequency as follows:

Presentation varies on this ordinal dimension
from transient to persistent, depending upon
the duration of the stimulus. Movies usually
are conveyors of more transient presentation,
and texts display relatively persistent ones.
A classroom presentation by lecture is more
transient than one which is delivered by the
blackboard.

Transient presentations are usually instructor controlled. As

in most films and lectures, the stimuli are available to the

student for a fixed period of time. Persistent presentations

are usually student controlled. An example would be the PI

text, in which the student proceeds r his own rate and may

study a unit of instructional material for as long as he likes.

Essentially, a presentation form is categorized as "transient"

or "persistent" depending on the length of time the presentation

stimuli remain unchanged. .

. 2.1.2.3 Response Demand (response form). This dimension char-

acterizes the types of behaviors which students are expected

10



to perform in an instructional situation. The four categories

within this dimension are:

a. Covert

b. Overt-written

c. Overt-vocal

d. Passive

In a PI text, the student is asked to write the answers

to small units of materials. This presentation design has an

overt-written response demand. A student who is asked a ques-

tion in a group discussion usually answers in the overt-vocal form.

the covert category describes situations where the student'is

asked a question, but is not required to answer with a specific,

overt (observable) response. For example, the instructor giving

a lecture might say, "Think of what would happen if we mixed

sodium and water." The passive category describes those presenta-

tions in which questions are not overtly asked, and the student

is not expected to respond with specific overt or covert re-

sponses. Many lectures and most films are in this category.

The student is only required to look and listen. However, the

label "passive" should not imply that the student is doing noth-

ing; he may be thinking intently, formulating questions about

the material, or taking notes. This.behavior, however, is con-

trolled by the student, not by the instructional material.

Where it is the intent of the instruction to evoke .relatively

specific behaviors in the learner, that presentation is cate-

gorized as either overt-written, overt-spoken, or covert.

2.1.2.4 Response-Demand Frequency (response frequency). This

dimension describes how frequently the student is expected to'

respond (overtly or covertly) in a given period of instruction.

11



A PI text normally has a response demand after every frame. A

lecture or film may be presented with no response demands in the

entire session (or module). In any medium, questions or problems

may be interposed at various intervals during the instructional

sequence., This presentation design would have some intermediate

response-demand frequency. This variable may provide a "better"

index of "step size" than any other.

In a temporal sequence of instruction, there are three gen-
I

eral dimension categories:

a. High response-demand frequency -- relatively frequent

demand for a response in an instructional sequence,

such as in programed texts where a response is required

in each frame

b. Medium response-demand frequency -- relatively moderate

frequency of demand for aresponse, such as questions

which follow ten minutes of video-taped lecture

c. Low response-demand frequency -- low demand for a re-

sponse, as when a "review" question follows a chapter

of textual material

2.1.2.5 Management Type (management form). Instructional manage-

went (choice of management type) can be defined as those activi-

ties involved in the decision to assign a 'specific learning exer-

cise to a given student, based on the assessment of some behavior

of that student. One common example of instructional management

occurs when the teacher, who discriminates that a student is having

difficulty with learning a particular skill, makes the decision to

assign special homework or decides to provide individual tutoring:

12



The general logic of this activity, i.e., assessing behavior,

selecting presentation, and then having the student engaging

in new activity, can be extended to provide the foundation for

rules employed in most new individualized instructional systems

and computer-managed classroom prograMs.

Management involves three activities:

a. Appraisal of data

b. Selection of some assignment as a result of some

decision based on the dat

c.' Specification of the various actions that may be

assigned

These three activities take place in every instructional

system.

2.1.2.5.1 Types of Management. It is evident that the

three elements of instructional management, i.e., reper-

toire assessment, selection decision, and new activity,

can vary in their composition, depending on -the puipose

of management. Tosti (1968) has isolated six purposes

that may be achieved. These are:

a. Need management -- to ensure students receive

only those materials which they require to

meet their objective.

b. Achievement management -- to ensure all students

haVe mastered the objectives of the segment.

c. Prescripticin management -- to ensure a given

student receives the most appropriate materials

to meet the objectives in terms of his individual

characteristics.

13



d. Motivation management -- to ensure continual stu-

dent contact with the materials and to increase

student learning rate.

e. Enrichment' management -- to piovide for additional

information relevant.to objectives, but not neces-

sary for their achievement.

f. Systems management -- to provide logistic support

relevant to materials availability, scheduling,

administrative grading, and maintenance of the

Operating instructional system.

The present research is primarily concerned with three of

these management purposes: achievement management, enrich-

ment management, and systems management. The four catego.ies

in the Management Type dimension are, therefore, the dif-

ferent procedures which may be used in management for

achievement.

2.1.2.5.2 Management for Achievement. It frequeritly happens

that a student is not responding to the presentation in a .

manner which allows him to reach the objectives. The're are

four strategic subclasses of management responses to such

situations.

a. Repetition -- If the student fails to reach the

objective, repeat the same presentation or continue

through similar presentations until he does, e.g.,

individual prescribed instruction (IPI). Contin-

uous practice is one variation of this strategy.

14



b. Multiform -- If the student fails to reach the ob-

jective with one presentation form, select a par-

allel but different form, e.g., Project PLAN

(Flanagan, 1967)..

c. Multilevel -- If the student fails to reach the

objectives with the presentation form, select a

lower level (more expanded) form, e.g., PROMOD

(C'de Baca; 1968).

a, Error-Diagnostic -- If an error is made at any point
%

. within the presentatiod, action designed to correct

that specific error is selected, e.g., intrinsic

program presentation or computer assisted instruc-

tion (CAI) presentation. It is necessary when

using the error-diagnostic strategy to classify

errors as:

1) input errors -- due to poor presentation design.
ti

2) processing errors -- due to the student's lack

of the assumed appropriate repertoire on which

the learning material was built, or the student's

use of an inappropriate approach to the solu-

tion.

3) output errors -- due to carelessness, 'poor atten-

tion, and chance error (failed to attend to a

significant stimulus) .

The following is a summary typical of achievement manage

ment activities:

15



*Appraisal

Examination'of
student error

Medium: curricu-
lum imbedded
tests

Selection Decision

Comparison of present
level of achievement to
final behavior objective

Medium: teacher or
Iiicher aide

Action

Student goes
through alter-
nate form of in-
structional task

Medium: text or
workbook

2.1.2.6 Management Frequency. "This dimension is ordinal and is

ordered according to the relative frequency of the decision to

modify the presentation" (Tosti and Ball, 1968). The concept of .

decision-making in presentation design is most clearly exempli-

fied in tutoring. Typically, the student is directed to answer

a question posed by the tutor, and a decision is made by the
'

tutor about what he should next present, on-the basis of that re-

sponse. A similar instructional management form is used in I.

If an answer is correct, the student may be directed to al, one

of a number of remediation frames.

Other media may also vary in decision frequency. An instruc-

tor may ask his class a question in the middle of his lecture to

see if they are understanding the material. Depending upon the

students' answers, the instructor may decide to continue with

the planned lecture, to review the same material, or to start

a new topic. For any presentation form, the decision frequency

may vary from a decision every frame to no decision at all.

In a temporal sequence of instruction, there are three gen-

eral categories:

a. High management frequency -- relatively high frequency.

of decision to alter the presentation, based on the stu-

16
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dent's response to a question. Management frequency
*Oa

may be built into the instructional system, as in a

text where the decision is made on the basis of a re-

sponse to every frame or to remediate him on the same

frame. The management frequency may also be..determined

extemporaneously, as when a lecturer asks a class a

question; if no one answers, the lecturer may decide

to review previous content.

b. Medium management frequency - relatively moderate fre-

quenCy of decision.to alter the presentation based on

the student's response, such as having a quiz after a

10-minute film, and on the basis of the student's score,

either repeating the film or proceeding to now material.

c. Low management frequency -- relatively low frequency

of decision to alter instruction based on the student's

response to a question, such as a lecturer giving a

quiz after 40 minutes of lecture; basihg the decision on

the student's. score, the instructor either assigns home-

work problems or does not.

It should be noted that the response-demand frequency must

be equal to or more than the management frequency; one can't make

decisions about a response more frequently than one calls for

that response. An example of a presentation in which response_

demand frequency exceeds management frequency is the lecturer

who frequently asks the class "rhetorical Ruestions"; the lec-

turer does not change his presentation on2the basis of the stu-

dent's (covert) responses, yet he does call for those responses.

In. this case the response-demand frequencj, would be high but the

management frequency would be low. (See Figure 3, next page.)-
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Stimulus

i

Response

.

Management

FORM FREONCy
.t.

Stimulus Representation. Duration

Verbal-written

Verbal-spoken

Pictorial

Response Demand

Overt-written

Overt-spoken

Covert

MaalumILILas

Repetition

Multi-level

Multi-form

Error-diagnostic

Transient

t
Length of time the
presentation remains
intact

i

Persistent

Response-Demand Freffulla

Infrequent

a. low or zero
b. intermediate
c. high

Frequent

WM

Liana eri_ner!1Lq_1.7reFrequency

Infrequent

t
Frequency of decision
to change presentation

a. low or zero
. b. intermediate

c. high
.

Frequent

Figure 3. The Dimensions of Presentation
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2.2 MEDIA (MEDIAJARIABLES)

As mentioned earlier, Tosti and Ball (1968) have theorized

that student performance is determined largely by the presenta-

tion design, and that media alone exerts little effect on learn-

ing. For this reason, Tosti and Ball hive not included media

variables in their identification of the necessary and sufficient

categories of instructional systems. (See Figure1.) From this

theory, however, a hypothesis about media effects may be de-

rived: There should be no significant difference in student

performance if media is varied while presentation design is

held constant.

It is difficult to directly test this hypothesis, because

'positive results are based on "acceptance of the null hypothesis."

It is statistically more desirable to obtain positive results

based on "rejection of the null hypothesis." A large number of

educational studies have found no differences in performance

between various media conditions (Reid and MacLennan, 1967;

Goldstein and Gotkin, 1962), and it is not clear what these re-

sults mean; because these experiments have confounded both pre-

sentations and media, they cannot be used to support Tosti and

,Ball's model.

In the present research, WLC intends to compare the (1) dif-

ferent media with.the same presentation design, and (2) dif-

ferent presentation designs with the same mediUm. If significant

differences are not found in the first condition, but are found

in the second condition, the generali%ability of Tosti and Ball's

model will be greatly extended. The findings may also serve to

19



redirect the general research effort in media; the question,

"Which presentation design is more effective?" may be more

important than the question, "Which medium is more effective?"

2.3 STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS (STUDENT VARIABLES)

A basic purpose of the proposed research is to associate .

the effects of instructional procedures to the characteristics

of the learner. Three areas will be stressed in the evaluation

of their relationship:

a. The isolation of student variables which are related

to performance in specific media and presentation

. design forms-

b. The isolation of student variables which predict

academic success in the Leadership Management

Course

C. The assessment of student preferences for specific

media and presentation design forms

The rationale and suggested procedures for the research on

student characteristics are comprehensively described in the first

part of this document (TR -6.3a, Research and Evaluation Plans,

Part I).

2.4 TYPES OF LEARNING (TASK VARIABLES)

It has been either specified or implied by a number of educa-

tional theorists that there are different types of learning which

may be arranged in a conceptual order, from simple to complex.

Bloom, for example, has written:

Although it is possible to conceive of these
major classes (of behavioral objectives) in
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several different arrangements, the present
one appears to us to represent something --

of the hierarchical .order of the different
classes of objectives. As we have defined
them, the objectives in _one.class are likely
to make use of and be built on the behaviors
found in the preceding classes in this list.

Gagne (1965) has developed a taxonomy for classifying learning

'tasks into eight categories:

a. Type 1 -- signal learning

.1 b. Type 2 -- stimulus - response connections

c. Type 3 -- motor chains

d. Type 4 -- verbal associations

e. Type 5 -- multiple discriMinations

.f. .Type 6 -- concepts

g. Type 7 -- principles

h. Type 8 -- problem-solving

These learning types can be structured in a hierarchy, so that

if a riven instructional sequence contains more than one type, mast-

ery-of the lower -order type is prerequisite to the acquisition of

the higher -order type (i.e., problem solving (Type 8) requires as

prerequisites, principles (Type 7), which requires as prerequisites,

concepts (Type 6), etc.)

These task models are important, principally because they in-

dicate that the effectiveness of an instructional presentation is

partly dependent on the type of task to be learned', to 1,ro-

duce optimal performance, different types of tasks may require

different presentation forms.

Gagne (1965) has probably been the most specific in developing

a set of prescriptions for the different kinds of tasks:
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a. Stimulus-response learning: Provide repeti-
tion of the S -----0R connection, applying
reinforcement immediately..

b. Chaining (motor): Reinstate S links
in the proper order, either by beginning
with the terminal link and working backward,
or by using prompts. Reinforcement of the
terminal link and also a certain amount of
repetition are necessary.

c. Verbal chaining: Reinstate verbal links in
the proper order, including mediating or
"coding" links. Confirm correct responses.
For longer chains, external "prompts" may be
needed to provide sequence cues. Repetition
is needed to overcome the effects of inter-
ference.

d. Multiple discr.;.mination: Present stimuli
in a manner that emphasizes distinctiveness.
Repetition may be needed to reduce inter-
ference among individual connections. Con-
firm correct responses.

e. Concept learning: Present a suitable variety
of stimuli to represent the concept class, each
stimulus having a connection with a common re-
sponse. Verify by.presenting a novel stimulus
that is also a member of the class.

f. Principle learning: Inform the learner of the
performance to be expected. Invoke recall.of
components by verbal instructions. Make verbal
statement of principle. Verify by the direc-
tion "Show me."

g. Problem solving: Inform the learner of the
performance to.be expected. Invoke recall of
previously learned concepts or principles.
Provide verbaj guidance that directs thinking,
but that does not state the principle being
attained. Verify by asking the learner to
"demonstrate" a co:Icrei..3 instance.

Gagne (1965) has summarized the rationale for coordinating

presentation design to learning type:

...Decisions concerning what learning conditions
are appropriate need to be applied to each learn-
ing act within a topic, and cannot be properly
applied to a topic as a whole. Design of condi-
tions for truly efficient learning can only be
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achieved, therefore, by reference to a learning
structure that identifies the individual le'arn-

'ing acts of a topic' and their relationships to
each other

'Since learning tasks may be stated as behavioral objectives

(TP-6.2, Sequencing Rationale), WLC has developed a method for

classifying the enabling and terminal objectives.of the Leader-

ship Management Course. This classification scheme, which has

been derived and extended from Bloom's (1956) taxonomy, Gagne's

(1965) learning typei, and Evans, Homme, and Glaser's (1962)

RULEG system,' may facilitate the experimental evaluation of the

relationships between learning type and presentation design.

Four types of behavioral objectives have been identi-

fied, and are listed below in order of increasing complexity:

a. Type 1 Definition - Identification

Given the instruction to identify.the correct

(purpose of definition of/description of/use of)

concept X, the M will select frod several choices

the correct(purpose of/definition of/description

of/use of) concept X.

-

(General 1) Given theinstruction to define concept X,
Type 1)

2) The M will select from several choices a

definition of X

3) Similar to the following "X...."

(NOTE: The third part is optional.)

(Example 1) When given the instruction to define "acquisi-
Type 1)

tion",

2) The M will select from several choices the correct

definition.
;
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(Variation:) a) Given several choices, the M will select

the correct definition of acquisition.

(Variation:) b) (1) When asked to define. "attention,"

(2) The M will select from several choices

a statement

(3) (which indicates that attention is the

selection of specific stimulus elements).
b. Type 2 -- Discrimination Comparison

Given the instruction to evaluate the (relationship

between/defining attributes of/contrast between/

comparison among) classes X, Y, Z...N, the M will'be

able to select from several choices the paragraph

(which
illustrates/describes/differentiates/identi-

fies) this'(relationship between defining attributes

of contrast between/comparison among) classes X, Y,

Z...N.

When asked to evaluate the relationship among

X: Y,...N,

The M will select from several choices-the

paragraph which describes this relationship.

When asked to evaluate the difference between

retroactive and proactive inhibition,

The M will select from several choices, the

paragraph which describes this difference.

c. Type 3 .-- Generalization - Problem Identification

1) Deductive

Given examples of X, the M will be able to select

from several choices the example which illustrates

principle Y.

(General 1)
.Type 2)

2)

(Example 1)
Type 2)

2)
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2) Inductive

Given an example of X, the M will be able to

select from several choices which. principle

(X, Y,...or N) is (shown /exemplified/demonstra-

ted) by the example.

(General 1) Given examples of an X,
Type 3)

2) The M will be able to select from several

choices the example which illustrates prin-

ciple Y.

(Example 1) When asked to compare several versions of the
Type 3)

same communication,

2) The M will select from several choices the

version which clearly links the subordinate!s

role' to the overall objective of Naval opeia-

tions.

d. Type 4 -- Problem Solving

When asked to evaluate a situation which A.s an ex-

ample of class X, the M will select from'several

choices the correct (solution/approach/method/

resolution of/reaction to) the situation using

principle Y.

'General 1) Given a problem situation which is an example-
Type 4)

of class X,

2) The M will select from several choices the

correct approach to the situation,

3) Using principle Y.

(NOTE: The third part may be omitted if the ob-

jective is unambiguous. In practice, the third

part is usually not given to the student.)
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(Example of
Type,4)

1) When asked to evaluate a situation in

which'there is an apparent failure in

communication,

2) The M will select from several choices

the description which indicates the ap-

propriate action of a leader

3) Who assumes responsibility for the

failure.
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3,j OF THE RESEARCH PLANS >

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This section is an introductory statement of the research

planned for implementation in the Leadership Management Course.

In the first subsection, the structure of the course is out-

i lined, with particular attention given to a description of the

cumulative post-test (CPT) Unit. In the next subsection,

the first experimental hypothesis is described as a detailed

example of WLC's design methodology: Following this subseCtion

is a brief discussion of the methods for assessing the effects

Of the relevant experimental variables, and an overview of the

-7-proposed statistical procedures. The final subsection of this

chapter includes general comments on the format of the research,

- some advantages of the proposed designs, and the possible con-

straints on research implementation.

3.2 GENERAL PLAN OF THE RESEARCH

3.2.1 Course Structure

As described in detail in the Course Strategy Report

(TP-6.4), the Leadership Management Course has been organized

in terms of the content and the temporal sequence of instruction.

There are four basic elementsin the course structure:

a. Part -- The content has been divided into 12 parts

(or chapters). Each part is a formal designation of

a relatively large topic area, representing a number
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of closely related terminal objectives. (See the
er

Sequencing Rationale Report, TP-6.2.)

b. Segment -- Defined as content, a segment is a collection

of learning objectives that are closely related by con-

text and educational purpose. Defined temporally, a

segment is a period ofinstruction, generally estimated

to encompass 40 to 80 minutes of student learning time.

Each part contains from two or ten segments, and there

are approximately 60 core segments in the course.

At the end of each segment, a progress checkwill.'

be, administered, to assess the students' achievement of

that segment's objectives.

c. CPT Unit -- A CPT Unit is a group_of three to'five con-

secutive segments within a part. The CPT Units have been

designated partly on the basis of content similarity

across a number of segments, but primarily the designa-

tion is based on research requirements. The CPT Unit is

the fundamental unit of instruction for testing the pro-

posed experimental hypotheses. A cumulative post-test,

administered after each.CPT Unit to assess the achieve-

ment of that unit's objectives, serves as the most im-

portant dependent-variable measure of performance.

d. Module -- A module is an instructional presentation within

a segment. Modules will serve as the basic instructi ;gal

sequences in which different presentation designs will

be directly compared.
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As shown in,, Figure 4 below, Modules A1, 131, and,C1"are
..1

parallel modules within segment 1 (Modules A2, B2, and C2 are

parallel modules within segment 2, etc.). Within a given

segment, the content is the same, but the parallel modules

vary along particular dimensions of presentation, consonant

with the experimental hypothesis being ihvestigated.

Seg. 1

CPT Unit

Seg. 2

Pre-Test
Over CPT

Module Al

Module B
1

Module C
1

PC

Module A2

Module B
2

Module C
2

Seg. 3

Module A3

Module B
3

Module C
3

PC PC

Figure 4. Structure of the Cumulative
Post-Test (CPT) Unit
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!t should be noted that *modules A
l'

A2, and A
3

ar- _al the

same presentation form (as are B1,
2

B.
'

and B3, etc.) The pur-

pose of this design is explained in the following subsection.

3.2.2 Analysis of the Basic Experimental Design

To illustrate the basic experimental design using the CPT

structure, consider the following hypothesis (Hypothesis I).
I

In both simple and complex learning tasks,
transient presentation with high response
demand frequency (RDF) will be more effec-
tive than transient presentation with low
RDF. There will be no difference in stu-
dent performance between covert and overt
response demand presentations, or between
videotape and audiotape-panelbook media
combinations

There are three sets of treatment factors evaluated by this

hypothesis:

a. High and low RDF

b. Overt and covert response demand

C. Videotape and audiotape-panelbook media

Since the analysis of the RDF and response-demand (RD)

dimensions are considered to be of primary importance, a

suitable experimental design would be one in which each student

would experience all of the possible treatment combinations.

There are foui such combinations:

a. High RDF and overt RD

b. High RDF and covert RD

c. Low RDF and overt RD

d. Low RFD and covert RD

30
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These four treatments would be arranged as parallel.modules
...

.1

within the segments comprising a .set of four sequencial (but not
.

.

necessarily consecutive) CPT Units. To test that part of the

hypothesis dealing with the RDF and RD dimension, the students

will be randomly assigned to one of four groups, and each group

of students will receive each treatment condition in a different

order. This design is technically a counterbalanced, repeated

measures (within-subjects) variation of a "Latin-Square"

(Lindquist, 1953). The design is illustrated in Figure 5 on the

following page.
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CPT UNITS

Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

^ Row.
m

1

g

Row
1-4

2z0
La
A

to
Row

;14 3.0.

to
ci.

0 Row
tx
c., 4

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

low RDF,
overt RD
(modille B)

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

high RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

low RDF,
overt RD
(module B

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

high RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

*high
.

RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

low RDF,
overt RD
.(module B)

.

high RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

low RN.,
overt RD
(module B)

.

high RDF,
covert RD
(module,A)

MODULE CHARACTERISTICS

Module A:

Module B:

Module C:

Module D:

high RDF, covert RD

low RDF, overt RD

low RDF, covert RD

high RDF, ovext RD

Figure S. Experimental Design for
Evaluation of RID and RD
Effects
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This'basic design may be extended .to permit comparisons

between the third set of treatment factors (videotape and

audiotape with panelbook). Two groups of students will receive

all their presentations in the videotape medium; the other two

groups of, students will receive all of their presentation in

the audiotape-panelbook medium. The final design, in which the

main effects of the three sets of treatment factors and their

interactions may be evaluated, is called a Repeated Measures

Half -Plaid Square (Cochran and Cox, 1961, Plan 8.8, p. 332).

This design is diagrammed in Figure 6 on the following page.
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Un't 1

CPT UNITS

Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

r,
m

0

to
E--.

z
-m
a
f--.

w
ri.

o
to

04a
a
0

Row
1

ideotape

Row
2

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

low RDF,
overt RD
(module B)

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

high RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

low RDF,
overt RD
(module B)

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

high RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

Row
3

udiotape
with
Panel-
book Row

4

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

high RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

low RDF,
overt RD
(module B)

high RDF,
overt RD
(module 0)

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

low RDF,
_overt RD
(module B)

.

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

MODULE CHARACTERISTICS

Module A: high RDF, covert RD

Module B: low RDF, overt RD .

Module C: low RDF, covert RD

Module D: high RDF, overt RD

Figure 6. Repeated Measures Half-Plaid
Square Design for Testing
Hypothesis I



3.2.2.1 Assessment of the Effects of Relevant Variables;

Overview of Statistical Procedures. The CPT Test given at the

completion of each CPT Unit, provides primary measures of stu-

dent performance by which the effects of the relevant independ-

ent variables may be evaluated.

To assess the treatment effects and the interaction effects,

an analysis of variance will be performed on the data. The

analysis of variance source table for the statistical evalu-

ation of Hypothesis I is illustrated in Figure 7 on the

following page.
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Source IF Formula IF Error Term

Media m-1 1 S/RM

Rows (R/M) m (r-1) 2 S/RM

Subjects'(S/RM). mr (n-1) 44

Response Demand
Frequency (F) f-1 1 S X (FDU)/R

Response Demand
(D) d-1 1 S X(FDU)/R

F X D (f-1) (d-1) 1 S X (FDU)/R

Media X F' (m-1) (f-1) .1 S X (FDU)/R

Media X D (m-1) (d-1) 1 S X (FDU)/R

Residual 4

Units (FDM) t-1 - 32 S X (FDU)/R

S X (FDU)/R t (t-1) (n-1)
132

Figure 7. Analysis of Variance Source Table
(simplified) for the Statistical
Evaluation of Hypothesis I.



The relationships between student characteristics and per-

formance on the various experimental conditions may be assessed

by the correlational techniques which are described in TR-6.3a--

Part I, and by the multiple-regression procedures described in

the appendix of this report. The relationships between type of

learning task and performance on the various experimental condi-.

tions may be assessed by classifying the data (performance scores

on the CPT Tests) with respect to the type of objective. Since

all four objective types will be represented in each CPT Test,

four sets of scores may be abstracted, and a separate analysis

of variance may be performed on each of them.

3.2.3 Concluding Statements and General Notes

The experimental design four testing Hypothesis li has been

described in detail for the purpose of illustrating the basic

elements of WLC's research methodology. Four of the five

hypotheses planned for the Leadership Management Course, will

be evaluated by some variation of a counterbalanced, repeated

measurements (within-subjects) Latin Square design. There are

three important characteristics of this design which are worth

repeating:

a. Each student experiences all the major. .experimental

treatments.

b. Different groups of students receive the set of experi-

mental treatments in different (counterbalanced) sequences.

c. The CPT Test, at the end of each CPT Unit, measures per-

formance over the entire
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3.2.3.1 Advantages of Counterbalanced (Within-Subject) Designs

There are several major advantages of counterbalanced treatment

arrangements which outweigh potential disadvantages in thee

experiments:

a. Within-subject evaluation of effects produces a marked

increase in precision, compensating for limited sample

size available, and tends to find treatment 'clifferences

which are characteristic for individual students rather

than for only some portion of the student sample.

b. Giving all treatments to each student roughly equates

experimental histories, so that no individuals are

disadvantaged in opportunity to obtain good grades in

the course. This is a distinct administrative advan7

tage, since experimental history need not be taken

into account Zn assignment of grades.

c. Equation of experimental histories is advantageous in

the assignment of students to further experiments, per-

mitting randomization of students without treatment

differences in prior experiments contributing to in-

creased individual differences in following experiments.

d. The course content modules, with their CPT Tests, form

natural blocks of experimental material which may dif-

fer widely in difficulty and performance level. Dif-

ferences in modules are counterbalanced in these designs,

while at the same time, investigation of treatment X

module interactions is permitted. Thus, evidence of

limitations on the generality of treatment effects is

obtained.
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3.2.3.2 Constraints on Research Implementation. Inany.non-

laboratory setting, there are a number of problems which occur

when implementing a research design. Discussed in this sub-

section are difficulties which are both typical of classroom

research and specific to research for the multi-media course

development project.
r-,

Basic research in a classroom situation is not simple to

accomplish. Having to fit the experiences into a planned, on-

going course, multiplies the difficulties. The course require-

ments, fixed-class periods, limitations on testing, and lack of

control between sessions all require some modification of the

experimental design. The multi-media course development project

has two primary goals: (1) to develop a successful Leadership

Management Course, and (2) to examine,basic variables which af-

fect learning in general. These goals are not mutually exclusive.

The results of the research on optimum presentation design vari-

ables will be used in the continuing improvement of the. Leader-
.

ship Management Course. The structure of the course sequence,

however, will limit the manipulations of students and materials

that are appropriate for a Nell-controlled evaluation of pre-

sentation variables.

Another research problem in any educational situation

occurs because all of the students must learn a specific amount

of course. content. This limits the use of some control groups

(students who do not receive any presentation) and the simul-

taneous investigation of more than two presentation vari-

ables (as "main effects") in a standard analysis of variance
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design. Other problems involve variation in achievement and

base-performance of students at different learning units.

Remediation procedures may be used to ensure that students

will begin each new unit of material at the same level of

achievement (performance), so that short-term effects are not

confounded with effects of previous modules; there will still

be some confounding when studying the long-term effects of

different presentations.

The small number of students (SO) participating in the course

during the first year presents another difficulty for the

planned research. A small subject sample severe]y reduces the

sensitivity of the experimental comparisons (i.e., lowers the

probabilities of finding genuine significant differences be-

tween treatment conditions), and greatly limits the feasibility

of developing a large number of parallel modules. The paradox

is that from other research and non-research considerations,

SO students is a very reasonable number with which to begin.

There are bound to be a number of "bugs" in the first run of

any large untested project, which will necessitate some changes

in procedure and material. Because of this, it would be in-

advisable to commit large numbers of subjects to the project

the first time around. Yet, as the initial subject size is

, reduced for the sake of economy, so the probability of finding

anything of value from the research is also reduced. This is

a problem which confronts most researchers and innovators, and

the best solution is the knowledge of its existence. The ex-

periments planned for the first yeir at the USNA are not the
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end, but the beginning of the research effort; the results of

the first year's study will not delineate final conclusions, but

will serve .as guides for future accomplishments. Viewed in this

way, SO students is a reasonable number with which to begin.

One final problem must be discussed. The students in the

Leadership Management Course are *all highly motivated, and the

course itself will be constructed as an optimally effective

instructional system. It may be that these two factors will

result in relatively small differences between treatment groups.

It may be difficult to obtain significant differences in com-

parisons betWeen modules which vary in very subtle aspects,

especially since most of the performance measures will reflect

short-term learning. One solution to this problem will be to.

consider all the data (even if statistically non-significant).

which indicate possible differences between treatment modules,

as a basis for attempting a more complete and precise evaluation

of the relevant hypotheses (with both a larger number of students

and conditions). All non-empirical data (attitudes, preferences,

comments by instructors and students, etc.) will also be analyzed.

From these considerations, it is apparent that research

changes in-the scope and logistics of the course will necessarily

modify the types of research which can be conducted in the course.

Consequently, a series of studies is being considered. Actual

studies which can be conducted will be drawn from hypotheses when

the constraints imposed by course ma;.erials are bettei known.

The hypotheses to be presented will indicate relatively brief
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studies, each taking about two weeks to complete, and each con-

cerned with analyzing small (but possibly significant) differences

within one or two presentation dimensions. Later on, with more

students participating, it will be possible to test more compre-

hensive hypotheses, involving the simultaneous variation of

many values along many dimensions.

c
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i The hypotheses have been carefully constructed and revised

.4. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESES.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This section gives a detailed description of each of the five

experimental hypotheses which WLC proposes to test in.the first

semester's implementation of the Leadership Management Course.

I

i

many times, and were selected from a large pool of suggested

studies. A number of important considerations were involved in

their selection.

First, it was decided to conduct a number of studies, rather

than only one or two, so that variations in presentation design

and in other instructional procedures could be evaluated during

the initial implementation of the course. Since one of the pri-

mary purposes of the research is to evaluate the utility of Tosti

and Ball's (1968) presentation taxonomy, the first four hypoth-

eses deal spedifically with the expected relationships between

student performance and presentation dimension variables. Hypoth-

esis IV, however, is also concerned with evaluating the effective-

ness of Csanyi's (1965,1961) "syndactic model." In Hypothesis V,

WLC's elaboration of a "peer-monitor system" is analyzed. The

five proposed studies will examine a variety of important research

areas; it is expected that the experimental findings will provide

direction for future research conducted at the USNA.

A second consideration concerned the construction of suitable

designs for the sensitive evaluation of relatively few measures

of performance with a comparatively limited sample size. (See
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Constraints on the Research Design in the previous section.)
...,

These two factors indicated the use of within-subjects (repeated

measures) designs to test four of the hypotheses. The remaining

study (Hypothes'is IV) is basically two between- groups experiments

which may be combined to provide additional information.

A thiid consideration was the design of studies for which

materials could be reasonably prepared and used. The final ver-

sions of the proposed experiments do not require the construction

of excessively costly materials, nor the implementation of cum-

bersome procedures.

Finally, WLC has considered the problem of coordinating the

research with the requirements of the course, so the students

will profit from the experience. The use of counterbalanced de-

signs, and the separation of treatment units, will help to ensure

that the effects of the experimental conditions will be the same

on all students. In addition, the comments and suggestions of

.students, instructors, and others associated with the course will

be encouraged. The plan of instruction is suffic!.ently flexible

to allow for appropriate revisions of materials and procedures.

A table listing the five experimental hypotheses is on the

following page.
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I

Table 1. THE EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESES

Hypothesis I

In both simple and complex tasks, transient
presentations with high RDF will be more
effective than transient presentation with .

low RDF. There will be no difference in
student performance between covert or overt
RD presentations, or between videotape and
audiotape-panelbook mAdia.

Hypothesis II

In both simple and complex learning tasks,
persistent presentation with high RDF will
be more effective than persistent presenta-
tion with low RDF. There will be no differ-
ence in student performanCe between three
conditions-of RD (overt-written, overt-
spoken, and covert).

Hypothesis III

High RDF will be more effective than low
RDF with either high, medium, or low man-
agement frequency.

Hypothesis IV

If performance is below criterion level
with low RD presentation, remediation
with high RDF will result in a significant
improvement in performance.

Hypothesis V

Using "peer-monitor" procedures will signi-
ficantly improve student performance in an
instructional sequence.
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4.2 THE EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESES

4.2.1 Hypothesis I:

In both simple and complex learning tasks,
transient presentations with high RDF will
be more effective than transient presenta-
tions with low RDF. There will be no differ-
ence in student performance between.covert
or overt response demand presentations, or
between videotape-panelbook and audiotape-
panelbook media combinations.

4.2.1.1 Introduction. The primary purpose of Hypothesis I is to

evaluate the effects of variations along two important dimensions

of presentation (response demand frequency and response demand

form) on student performance. This experiment will be carried

out with two "transient" media: videotaped lecture and audio-

taped lecture with panelbook.

In Hypothesis II, a "persistent" medium (text) will be used

to test variations along the same dimensions of presentation,

Since the goal of both hypotheses is to identify effective presen-

tation conditions for the acquisition of knowledge, the intro-

ductory section to Hypothesis I is also relevant to Hypothesis II.

Tosti and Ball (1968) have stated a "rule" for determining

whether a presentation should be transient or persistent.

If one can invent a general rule, then it
should be: The less the familiarity of
the concept, the more persistent should be
the presentation. With very difficult
material, one should use a presentation
that lasts as long as the student requires,
i.e., a student-paced presentation.

SchraMm (1964) has provided a brief review of some findings

in this area. He has stated that although it makes sense intuitively
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that a student will learn more efficiently at his own pace, the
...

experimental literature has not been able to demonstrate as much

advantage for individual pacing as might be expected. He discusses

the findings of several researchers in this area:

Follettie (1961) found self-pacing better
on an efficiency measure incorporating
test score, training time, and testing
time. Maccoby and Sheffield (1958) found
that self-pacing worked best for superior
students in learning from a training film
interspersed with practice. On the other
hand, no fewer than seven studies have
found no significant difference attribut-
able to individual or external pacing,
whether the students are taught by teaching
machines, programed texts, or television
(Carpenter and Greenhill, 1963; Briggs,
Plashinski, and Jones, 1955; Alter and
Silverman, 1962; Feldhusen and Birt, 1962;
Moore and Smith, 1961; Silverman and Alter,
1961; and Briggs, 1961).

One of the more interesting findings that Schramm discusses

is 'that it seems to be possible to teach efficiently with pro

gramed materials on television or films:

Carpenter and Greenhill (1963) compared an
externally paced television program with self:-

paced teaching machine programs in three ex-
periments, and externally paced films with a
self-paced programed text in another. In each

case they found no significant difference at-
tributable to the pacing.

Even with variations in pace of 20 percent below and 10

percent above the average of class self-pacing, they found no

decrcase in the amount of learning.

Frye (1963) found evidence which not only furthered the

understanding of 'pacing but indicated that the ability of the

student may be a significant factor. He compared groups that

were homogeneous in ability and found that a heterogeneous group
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took longer on the average to master a program when it was ex-
,

ternally paced than when it Was individually paced. In a homo-

geneous group, however, there was no difference between self-

paced and group-paced instruction (Schramm, 1964). It may be

that fo'r the students at the USNA, the transience or persistence

of an instructional sequence is less important than variations

in other presentation dimensions, specifically RDF.

RDF was defined earlier as "how frequeLtly the student is

expected to respond (overtly or covertly) in a given period of

instruction." It is the relative rate of response which is spe-

cifically elicited by the presentation design. In most programed

instruction, the student is directed to respond in each frame

(relatively high RDF). A lecture may proceed through an entire

class period without requiring the students to answer a specific

question (relatively low RDF).

It should be restated that the RDF.is inckpendent of the

management frequency and management type dimensions. The answer

to a question may or may not lead to a decision to change the

presentation form, and an incorrect response may or may not be

followed by remediation. An example of a presentation design

with high RDF, but low decision frequency and no remediation, would
fJ

be a film in which verbal-written questions are interposed at

various intervals. Students would be directed to "think of the

answer" to each question, and feedbacK (correct answer) might be

given immediately. However, the film would continue regardless.

of what the students' answers were.

The present hypothesis is important for two practical reasons.

First, it is difficult or impossible to have a high individual .
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decision frequency with some forms of basically transient media

(such as television, film, videotape, or audiotape). The use of

these media.could be greatly extended if it was Shown that a high

RDF by itself produces superior performance. Secondly, in most

presentation designs a question is usually the occasion for a

decision and for some kind of feedback. Yet feedback and remedia-

tion after the answer may be less important than the question.

In a well constructed presentation design, the inclusion of appro-

priate questions at optimal intervals may be the most critical

factor in producing superior performance. In fact, the Skinnerian

model of linear programing is based partly on this principle.

A number of studies have demonstrated how presentation

design may be improved by increasing the RDF. Studaes by Gropper

and Lumsdaine (1961) have shown that requiring active participa-

tion by students may produce superior performance in television

presentations.

With particular types of subject matter, they found that the

students who were presented programed instructional television

scored significantly higher than students who were presented

instructional television by conventional methods. They also

found that significant correlations existed between the pre-

sentation fori:, and the ability level of the students.

Part of their results have been summarized by Acid and

MacLennan (1967):

...an ITV lesson on how movies work was
shown in two versions. One group was a
version which required active resr)onse and
the lecturer supplied the correct answer
'after the student response.
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The other group saw the same lesson, but
without active participation.

Analysis of variance indicated that the
active response students had significantly
higher achievement scores on both the
immediate and delayed post-tests than the

passive group.

Abbey, et. al., (1963) also found that including participa-

tion questions in.televiSion instruction improved-performance.

They use three types of groups:

a. .Groups who had overt responses to participation ques-

tions with feedback

b. Groups 'who had covert responses to participation ques-

tions without feedback

c. Groups who had covert responses to a conventional

broadcast (having no participation questions) without

feedback

Abbey found a significant interaction between overt and

conventional responses, and related and correlated test items.

The overt re.sponse group tended to do better on the rel.ated items

and the conventional group tended to do better on the unrelated

items. Subjects in the overt response condition tended to have

higher achievement scores than those in the covert response

condition to participation questions. The particular environment

in which the students were tested (home vs. hospital and city)

were also found to be important variables which were significantly

related to response condition.

Greenhill (1967) haS commented on the implication of these

and other related studies. He has pointed out that there is

presently a trend to incorporate some of the techniques of
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programed learning into television programs. This involves the

inclusion of questions or short problems for students to solve,

followed immediately by knowledge of results. Such an arrange-

ment, he believes, provides for active audience participation,

with immediate reinforcement.

He also implies that there will be an increasing amount of

sophisticated research along these lines in the future.

It should also be noted that increasing RDF has the effect

of increasing the number of "steps" in the program, and reducing

the amount of material in each step. Schramm (1964) has described

some of the problems in defining "size of step," and has discussed'

briefly the possible reasons for superior performance on small-

step presentations (more practice and fewer. errors). In general,

Schramm (1964) states that "when significant differences have been

found in learning from programs of different step size...they have

usually been in favor of the programs with small steps." In the

..present study, the finding that high RDF is more effective than

low RDF in transient presentation designs would support.the re-

liability of To.sti and Ball's (1968) taxonomy, and would indicate

the effectiveness of increasing the RDF in transient media.

Another experimental result which might significantly extend

the utility of transient presentations is the finding of no dif-

ference in performance between overt and covert RD conditions.

Although there were some differences in the Abbey, et. al., (1963)

experiment, "the great majority of studies find no significant

differences between the amount of learning from overt (constructed)

and covert (non-constructed) responses" (Schramm, 1964). The

particular value of the present research it. that treatment effects
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can be assessed in "simple" and "complex" tasks; it may be that

overt RD is more effective with complex tasks, and that neither

RD type is more effective in simple tasks,

It should be noted that the two media to be compared in the

experimental design of Hypothesis I are essentially in the same

presentation form. Both videotaped lecture and audiotaped lec-

ture wi',.h panelbook are transient media; in the present study

both media will have zero management frequency, and therefore no

management type. Both media are in the same stimulus form (verbal-

spoken). Furthermore, in each individual. CPT Unit, the audiotape,

panelbook lecture will be the audio portion of the videotape

lecture. The panelbook will be used to display such charts,

diagrams, etc., as are indicated by the content material; in

the videotape condition, these visual aids will be projected

on the student's viewing screen.

As used in the present study, the two media are -not com-

pletely "pure"; however, the visual aids will be only those

essential to the instruction, and the results can be more reason-

ably generalized to contemporary instructional procedures, where

mixing of stimulus forms is often desirable for practical reasons.

As Tosti and Ball (1968) have written:

...In most presentations, two or more encoding
forms may be used simultaneously. A book may
display both illustrations and prose. An edu-
cational television program conveys both the
picture and lecture. Other presentations can
require media-mixes such as the teacher-black-
board combination.
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4.2.1.2 Design and Procedure. The design for testing Hypothesis

I has been described in Section 3.2.2, for the purpose of over-

viewing the basic rationale and methodology of the proposed re-

search. In this section, that description will be amplified and

completed.

For the sake of continuity, the outline of the design

(Figure 6) is reproduced below.

CPT UNITS

Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

N0
0

Videotape
co
Fs
X
t4
c:1

E.

Row
1

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

low RDF,
overt RD
(module B)

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

-

high RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

Row
2

low RDF,
overt RD
(module B)

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

high RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

low RDF, .
covert RD
(module C)

cr)

4.
0

Audiotape
g4) with

o Panel-
cz4 book

Row
3

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

high RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

low RDF,
overt RD
(module B)

Row
high RDF,
overt RD
(module D)

low RDF,
covert RD
(module C)

low RDF,
overt RD
(module B)

high RDF,
covert RD
(module A)

MODULE CHARACTERISTICS

Module A:

Module B:

Module C:

Module D:

low RDF, overt RD

low RDF, covert RD

high RDF, overt RD

Figure 6. Repeated Measures Half-Plaid
Square Design for Testing
Hypothesis I
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As shown in Figure 6, nach student will be randomly assigned

to one of four experimental groups. Two of these groups will

receive videotaped lectures in each of the four experimental

combinations of response-demand frequency and response demand.

The other two groups will receive audiotaped lectures in each of

the same presentation combinations.

In each CPT Unit, the audio portion of the videotaped lec-

tures will be used as the audiotape presentation. Charts and other

necessary visual aids will be represented on the viewing screen

in the videotape condition, and will be referenced by the "off-

screen" lecturer. In the audiotape condition, the lecture will

be altered very slightly, so as to reference the visual aids in

the panelbook.

In the high RDF modules, the lecturer will ask a question

. rl

after each small "frame" unit of content (approximately twenty

questions for each 50-minute segment). These will include simple

questions on small units of content, and summary questions

(criterion questions) on larger units of material.

r"--`N In the low RDF modules, the lecturer will as}' only the

criterion questions during each segment.

In the overt RD modules, students will be instructed to write

their answers on prepared answer sheets. In the covert RD modules,

students will be instructed to "think of the answer," but not to

indicate that answer in an overt form.

A summary illustration of the module specifications for

Hypothesis I is shown in Figure 8 below:
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MEDIA:

PRESENTATION DESIGN

Stimulus Representation

Duration

Response Demand

Response Demand Frequency

Management Type

Management Frequency

videotape or audiotape

with panelbook (experi-

mental variable)'

verbal - spoken.

.transient

covert or overt-written
(experimental variable)

high or low (experimental
variable)

none

zero

Figure 8. Module Characteristics for Experimental
Design of Hypothesis I

--

4.2.1.3 Statistical 'Procedures. For the sake of continuity,' the

analysis of variance source table for the statistical evaluation

of Hypothesis I (Figux.e 7) is reproduced below:

Source IF Formula IF Error Term

Media m-1 1 S/RM

Raws (R/M) m (r-1) 2 S/RM

Subjects (S/RM) pr (n-1) 44

Response Demand
Frequency (F) f-1 1 S X (FDU)/R

Response Demand (D) d-1 1 S X (FDU)/R

F X D (f-1) (d-1) 1 S X (FDU)/R

Media X F (m-1) (f1) 1 S X (FDU)/R

Media X D (m-1) (d-1) 1 S X (FDU)/R

Residual 4--

Units (FDM) t-1 32 S X (FDU)/R

S X (FDU)/R t (t-1) (n-1) 132

Figure 7. Analysis of Variance Source Table (simplified)
for the Statistical Evaluation of Hypothesis I.
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The following are two additional notes related to the design
Am%

and statistical procedures:

a. The use of a quasi-Latin Square permits evaluation of

the main effects of RDF, RD, RDF x RD, and the inter-
'

action of each of them with media. Information on the

main effects of media is sacrificed by placement in

rows.

b. While some information on the triple interaction is

available in the residual component, the quasi-Latin

Square, which sacrifices this interaction, permits the

primary effects of interest to be investigated within an

experiment of reasonable size.

4.2.2 Hypothesis II:-

In both simple and complex learning tasks,
persistent presentations with high RDF will

be more effective than transient presenta- _

tions with low RDF. Therd will be no, differ-

ence in student performance between. three
.

conditions of RD (overt-written, overt-spoken,

and covert).

4.2.2.1 Introduction. Hypothesis II is. the compliment of Hypoth-

esis I in that it tests the effects of variations in the RAF and

RD dimensions with persistent media (text). It should be recognized,

however, that transient media will not be compared di'rectly with

persistent media for three main reasons. First, it is difficult

to construct and to implement parallel modules which differ only

in duration. Second, it appears more valuable to accurately

assess the conditions for optimally effective presentations on
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.
each medium in separate experiments. Third,.the use _of .two

separate studies enables the effects of two other presentation

dimensions to be evaluated in experiments of reasonable size.

.In his discussion of the'advantages and disadvantages of

transient and persistent media, Tosti (1968) stated:

. The decision on the duration of the presen-
tation is probably the least critical (but
most often'debated) one to be made in
presentation design, since there are so many

1

ways to compensate for it by manipulation of
the other dimensions.

For this reason, the primary purpose of the Hypothesis.II

is to assess the effects of variations in' the RDF and RD dimensions.

Three forms of RD will be compared in Hypothesis II, as a

more comprehensive analysis of this presentation dimension.

Although significant differences between RD conditions are not

predicted, certain types of students may do better on one response

form than on another. The repeated measures design constructed

to test this hypothesis is particularly suitable for discovering

these possible individual differences.

4.2.2.2 Design and'Procedure. Two Latin Squares will be used to

test Hypothesis II. This design is diagrammed in Figure 9 on

the following page.
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Unit 1

CPT UNITS

Unit 2
. Unit 3

P
e` HIGH
g RDF
g
....,

w
:4
w

Row 1 overt-written RD
(module A

1
)

overt-spoken RD
(module B

1
)

covert RI)
(module C

1
)

Row 2 overt-spoken RD
(module B

1
)

covert RD
(module CO'

overt-written RD
(module A1)

1

Row 3 covert RD
(module C

1
)

overt-written RD
(module A

1
)

overt-spoken RD
(module B

1
)

to

v.
o
w
0. LOW

a RDF
0

Row overt-written RD
(module A

2
)

overt-spoken RD
(module B

2
)

covert RD
(module C

2
)

Row 5 overt-spoken RD
(module B

2
)

covert RD
(module C

2
)

overt-written RD
(module A

2
)

Row 6 covert RD
(module C

2
)

overt-written RD
(module A

2
)

overt-spoken RD
(module B

2
)

MODULE CHARACTERISTICS

Module A1:
1

Module B1:
1

Module C1:

Module A2:

Module B2:

Module C2:

Figure 9.

high RDF, overt-written RD

high RDF, overt-spoken RD

high RDF, covert RD

low RDF, overt-written RD

low RDF, overt-spoken RD

low RDF, covert RD

Two Latin Squares Design for
Testing Hypothesis II

As shown in Figuie 9, each student will be randomly assigned

to one of six groups. Three of these groups will each have only

high RDF presentations; the other three groups will receive only
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low RDF presentations. The three groups of students experiencing
,

each variation of RDF will be given the three RD treatments in a

counterbalanced order. It can be seen that except for the RDF

treatments, the set of rows 1,. 2 and 3 are identical to the set

of rows 4, S and 6, in terms of RD treatments. Each set of three

rows is a Latin Square; hence the complete design is called Two

Latin Squares.

The instructional media for all the modules will be a linear

programed text with no confirmations. This medium commonly re-

quires a stud&nt response in every "frame", which is specifically

related to the content in that frame. Interpolated in the pro-

gram are criterion questions, which assess acquisition over a
..1.)

number of frames.

The students in the high RDF condition will receive this.

basic linear program, with a response required in each frame.

The students in the low RDF condition will only be directed to

res)ond to the criterion questions.

In the overt-written RD modules, students will be requested

to indicate their answers to these questions directly in the text-

workbook. In the overt-spoken modules, *students will be directed

to verbalize their answers into a tape recorder. in'the covert

condition, students will be instructed to "think of their answers,"

and not to indicate them in any other form. It should be noted

that within each CPT Unit, all the students receive exactly the

same information,'in basically the same program.

A summary illustration of the module specifications for

Hypothesis II is shown in Figure 10.
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MEDIA:

PRESENTATION DESIGN

Stimulus Representation-

Duration

Response Demand

Response Demand Frequency

Management Type

.1 Management Frequency

text

is

verbal-written

transient

overt-written, overt-spoken
or covert (experimental vari-
able)

high or low (experimental vari-
able)

none .

zero

Figure 10. Module Characteristics for .
.

Experimental Design of Hypothesis II

4.2.2.3 Statistical Procedures. The analysis of variance source

table for the statistical evaluation of Hypothesis II is shown in

Figure 11, helox,

Source i df Formu]a df Error Term

Frequency (F) f-1 1 S/RF

Row (UD) r-1 2 S/RF

Row X F (UDF) (f-1) (r-1) 2 S/RF

Subjects (S/RF) rf (n-1) 42
.

Units (U) t-1 2 S X (UD)/RF

Demand (D) d-1 2 S X (UD)/RF

U X F (f-1) (t-1) 2 S X (UD)/RF

D X F (f-1) (d-1) 2 S X (UD)/RF
.

Residual (UD) r-1 2 S X (UD)/RF

Residual X F ((IDF) (f-1) (r-1) 2 S X (UD)/RF

S X (UD)/RF rf (r-1) (n -1) 84

.TOTAL 143

Figure 11. Analysis of Variance Source
Table (simplified) for the
Statistical Evaluation of
Hypothesis II
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The following are notes relating to the design and statis-

tical procedures-:

a. Of.primary interest, is the interaction of the RDF X RD

treatments. The use of two Latin Squares permits the

examination of the RD and RDF X RD interaction within

subjects. The loss of information in the RDF is not

serious.

b. Additional information is obtained on unit interaction

with the RD and RDF X RD variables to permit examina-

tion of generality of effects. (If large interaction

results, the study has leis generality.)

4.2.3 Hypothesis III

High RDF will be more effective than low RDF
with either high, medium, or low management
frequency.

4.2.3.1 Introduction. Schramm (1964) has pointed out that recent

research has challenged many of the earlier assumptions underlying

the construction of learning programs. According to Schramm, it

has generally been assumed that an efficient linear program had:

(1) an ordered sequence of items through which
the student works in (2) short steps, therefore
(3) making few errors as he records (4) a con-
stmcted response to each item, and (5) receives
immediate knowledge of results.

However, Schramm cites three studies in which no difference was

found in performance between logically sequenced and randomly

sequenced programs. .Smith and Moore (1961) found no differences

in learning rate between spelling programs with different step

sizes. Parry (1963) has argued that errors may facilitate learn-
1



ing in many situations and:

_e

traditional "rules" by which programs have been constructed.

An important result of these experimental findings is that

the rationale for developing and implementing various types of

instructional system's is being seriously questioned. More spe-

cifically, the reasons for choosing one or another medium as an

instructional device are being carefully reconsidered. As Tosti

and Ball (1968) have written:

the great majority of studies find no significant
differences between the amount of learning from
overt (constructed) and covert (non-constructed)
responses.

In short, research has discovered many exceptions to the

Discussions of media usage for instruction
have been favorite pastimes in education
circles, and with the coming of popular
writing on media by Marshall McLuhan and
others, these discussions are'now common

. in the popular press.

Organizations devoted to the spread of new
media information and excitement have-ap-
peared. The defense of the traditional
media of lecture, laboratory, and text is
also voiced. However, when their litera-
ture is examined from the standpoint of
what is actually known about the learning
process, unreliable data, faulty generaliza-
tion from learning theory, and appeals to
emotional or artistic bases are apparent.

Proponents of broad and undefined media
classes, such as audiovisual (AV), team-
teaching, and computers (CAI, CMI), also
seem to delight in throwing up some smoke
to shroud their claims, and the other camps
often respond emotionally. For example, if
it were stated that most computerized in-
struction is a second-class imitation of
tutoring or vice versa, various groups
would immediately respond in anger. how-
ever, there is no current valid research
that can support either claim.
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In terms of the Tosti and Ball presentation taxonomy, the two

management limitations have often been the basis of claims for

the particular effectiveness of various types of "sophisticated"

media (e.g., CAI). Proponents of these devices assert that they

manage tin behavior of the student more comprehensively, and that

the increased "decision-making" capacity of the media increases

the efficiency of the instructional system and results in superior

performances by the students.

Yet, a number of studies cited earlier in this report do not

support the assumption that a learner must experience a highly

managed instructional presentation in order to achieve criterion

learning.. To paraphrase a previous statement, the frequency of

decisions made after the student's answer may be less important

than the question. In a well-instructed presentation design,'

the inclusion of appropriate questions at optimal intervals may

be the most critical factor in producing superior performance.

As Tosti and Ball (1969) have written:

The role of feedback in learning tasks is
still a point of controversy among learning
psychologists. However, there is general
agreement that the law of contiguity is a
primary force operating on learning in a
given presentation, i.e., the student must
make the response while attending to the
relative elements of the stimulus for there
to be a tendency for him to repeat that
response when presented with that stimulus
in the future. If the contiguous associa-
tion is Made, it is argued that the effect
of positive confirmation will neither further
increase nor decrease this tendency. However,
the occurrence of negative confirmation (dis-
confirmation) evokes certain operants lead-
ing to the re-examination of the presentation
(if it is still available), which may tend to
suppress the just-emitted wrong response. In
other words, the disconfiration becomes the
control stimulus for the subject to engage in

, some form of error self-management. The pos-
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sibility.of teaching students how to monitor
their own behavior and how to correct their
errors of carelessness is a conceivably more
economical and universal solution than pro-
viding other decision media such as machine
or teacher aids. In addition, one can con-
clude that it is not necessary to confirm
emery responSe.

In most experimental evaluations of learning programs

and media systems, a question is usually the occasion for a

decision and some kind of feedback. .Thus, the independent

effects of RDF and management frequency have not been adequately

measured. In the present study, these measures can be made,

using Tosti and Ball's taxonomy.

It should be noted that the primary purpose of Hypothesis

III is not to compare different media. It is rather to assess

the optimal conditions for learning within media. It is an under-
.

lying principle of Tosti and Ball's model, and of the present

research, that the choice of media should proceed the discovery

of optimal presentation design.

4.2.3.2 Design and Procedure. The design of Hypothesis III tests

the effects of four variations of the RDF and management frequency

(MP) dimensions in two different media forms. The two media are

CAI and aa audiotape-visual aid card combination (lectcard).

The CAI programs will be taught in the Computor Center at

the USNA, where the student sits in a specially equipped carol,

and receives instructional frames ct a computor console which

also is capable of accepting multiple-choice responses. In the

lectcard medium, the student receives portions of a taped

lecture through an earphone apparatus; he also is provided a

visual aid card, which outlines the content of the lecture, and.
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presents such charts, diagrams, etc., as are necessary.

There will be four treatment combinations of RDF and MF_

dimensions for each media unit. These are:

a. High RDF, high MF

High RDF, medium MF

c. High RDF, low MF

d. Low RDF, low MF

The outline for the. between-subjects design to test Hypoth-

esis III is diagrammed in Figure 12, below.

CPT UNITS (Media)

U)
E--,

z G1III
A

u)E4 G2

a.o
v)

G3

a.

ao G4

c.D

Unit 1
(CAT)

Unit 2
(Lect-Card)

Module A

Module B

Module C

Module D
.

Module A

Module B

.

Module C

,.

Module D
.

MODULE CHARACTERISTICS

Module A: high RDF, high MF

Module B: high RDF, medium MF

Module C: high RDF, low MF

Module D: low RDF, low MF

Figure 12. Between-Subjects Design for
Testing Hypothesis III
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As shown in Figure 12, each student will be randomly

assigned to one of four groups. Each group will be given the

same presentation design in two (widely-separated) CPT Units.

The presentation of each CPT Unit will be in a different medium

(CAI and lectcard).

Both the CAI and the lectcard units will be intrinsic pro-

grams; the student will be given frames of material and questioned

at some interval (depending on the RDF). If the student answers

a question incorrectly, he may be branched (depending on the MF)

to an error-diagnostic sequence in which the question is thoroughly

reviewed and possible sources of error are analyzed. In the CAI

unit, the frames will be illustrated on the computer console, and

will be verbal-written material, augmented with necessary visual

aids. The lectcard presentations will be a combination of verbal-

written and verbal-spoken stimuli. The frames will be presented

in short sequences of audiotaped lecture, with an accompanying

outline (on cards) of the content (plus the necessary visual

aids). The frame sequence for both medi. a will contain two cate-

gories of questions:

a. Frame questions--covering the material in that frame

b. Criterion frame questions--which are interposed at

intervals in the frame sequence, and which cover the

content of anumber of preceding frames

The basic characteristics of the four treatment modules for

each media unit are as follows:

a. Module A (high RDF and high MF): The student is given

a question in every frame (approximately 75 total frames
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per 50-minute segment, plus criterion questions). If

the student answers any question incorrectly, he is

immediately branched to an error-diagnostic remediation

sequence which covers the same content as the incorrectly

answered question.

b. Module B (high RDF and medium MP): The student is given

a question in every frame, plus criterion questions.

Regardless of whether the student answers the frame ques-

tions correctly, he proceeds to the next frame. However,

if the student answers any criterion questions incorrectly,

he is immediately branched to an error-diagnostic remedia-

tion sequence, which covers the same content as that of

the incorrectly answered question.

C. Module C (high RDF and low MF): The student is given a

question in every frame, plus criterion questions. Re-

gardless of whether the. student's answer to any ques-

tion (frame or criterion) is correct or incorrect, he

proceeds to the next frame. There is no remediation

in this module.

d. Module D (low RDF "and lOw MF): The student is given the

frame sequence, but he is not asked any questions (either

frame or criterion). This is essentially a conventional

textbook presentation, in which the student is not re-

quired to respond to any specific question.

A summary illustration of the presentation characteristics

for hypothesis III is shown in Figure 13.
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MEDIA

`PRESENTATION DESIGN

'Stimulus Representation

Duration

Response D::::.and

Response-Demand Frequency

Management Type

Management Frequency

CAI and lect-card
(experimental variable)

verbal-written (CAI); verbal-
written and verbal-spoken
(lect-card)

persistent

overt-written (selected)

high or low (experimental
variable)

error-diagnostic

high, medium, or low
(experimental variable)

Figure 13. Presentation Characteristics For
Experimental Design of Hypothesis III

4.2.3.3 Statistical Procedures. Because the purpose of this

experiment is not a comparison between CAI and lectcard, but

rather an analysis of treatment effects within the two media, an

independent evaluation of the treatment effects for each medium

is planned. This may be accomplished by a simple one-way analysis

of variance, followed by post-hoc comparisons between individual

treatment groups (if significant F-values are obtained). Each

media-CPT Unit is actually a separate study, in which the treat-

ment effects are compared in separate between-subject designs.

Because the medium (and stimulus representation) is con-

founded with units, there is no interpretation possible for

differences between CAI and lectcard. However, it is possible

to get some additional information by analyzing the two studies.
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together. The analysis of variance source table for this pro-

cedure is shown in Figure 14, below. Note that Treatment X

Media Interaction can be evaluated if evidence from other experi-

ments suggests the the Unit X Treatment Interaction is small.

Source df Formula df Error Term

Treatments (T) t-1 3 f

Subjects (S/T) t (n-1) 44 --

Units (Media) (Units) u-1 1 G X U/T

Units X Treatments (u-1) (t-1) 3 S X.U/T

S X U/T t (n-1) (u-1) 44

Figure 14. Analysis of Variance
Source Table (simplified)
for the Statistical Evalua-
tion of Hypothesis III

4.2.4 Hypothesis IV

If performance is below criterion level with low
RDT presentation, remediation with high RDF will
result in a significant improvement in perform-
ance.

4.2.4.1 Introduction. One major goal of the preceding three

hypotheses was to demonstrate that students will generally

perform better on presentations with high RDF. The numerous

exceptions to this general statement, however, have been the

primary source of many criticisms recently levelled at linear

'programed instruction, which has high RDF as an, elemental,

identifying characteristic.
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Although PI has been "the only media group which has made

some effort to back up its claims with sound data" (Tosti and

Ball, 1968), and although a number of studies cited earlier in

this report indicate that "small-step" programs are generally

more effective than low RDF presentations, there has been an

embarrassing number of cases in which students do not like, and

do not perform well on, linear programed instruction.

One of the chief compliants has been that some students

are able to comprehend relatively large units of content

material, and are thus bored by frame sequences in which re-

sponses to small pieces of information are required at frequent

intervals. If it is true that individual students vary in their

ability and preference for differing RED presentations,

then this criticism of PI--that it fails to consider individu-al

differences along the RDF dimension--is well taken.

Csanyi (1965, 1961) has suggested a procedure by which this ap-

parent RDF limitation might be effectively dealt with. He has

extended the format of the basic linear prograM so that students

who do not require a frame sequence of instruction do not have

to go through it. In this "syndactic-text" program, the student

first receives, and is tested on, a relatively large unit of in-

formation presented in textual form. If the student passes the

test on the summary statement, he proceeds directly to the next

summary statement. However, if the student does not pass this

test, he is immediately branched to a frame sequence covering

the same material. Csanyi has reported that this technique

produces superior performance in many different types of students.
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Hypothesis IV is a formal test of the general principles

underlying the effectiveness of the syndactic procedure: Students

who are unable to perform well on lovi RDF presentations will sig-

nificantly improve performance, if they are remediated on high RDF

presentations. If results support this hypothesis, the general-

izability of Tosti and Ball (1968) model will be increased, and

the utility of Csanyits syndactic format will be extended.

4.2.4.2 Design and Procedure.. The design for testing Hypothesis

IV follows the syndactic procedure; each experimental module con-

sists of two baF r.parts: the summary statement and the remedia-

tion sequence.

Three CPT Units will be used, and each unit will present

the summary statements in a different medium (text, slide-tape,

and videotape). In each module, the student will receive summary

statements in one of the above three media. If the student

passes a test on the summary statement, he will proceed to the

'next statement. However, if he does not pass the test, he will

be branched immediatly to one of three remediation procedures

in the text medium. These different forms of remediation are

the experimental treatments:

a. Module A -- text remediation in high RDF (in frame

sequence, with a question in each frame)

b. Module B -- text remediation in low RDF (in rewritten

summary statement form, with a test after the remedia-

tion statement)

c. Module C no remediation (control), the student pro-

ceeds to the next summary statement regardless of his

answers on the proceding summary statement



As in the first two hypotheses, each student will live

each experimental treatment in each summary statement medium.

Groups of students will be given the treatments in counter-

balanced order.

The design for testing Hypothesis IV is diagrammed in

Figure 15, on the following page.
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relLrwrrparantars........o.

CPT UNITS

Unit 1
(summary statements
in text medium)

Unit 2
(summary statements
in slide-tape medium)

Unit 3
(summary statements
in videotape medium

text remediation
with high RDF
(module A)

text remediation
with low RDF
(module B)

no remediation
(module C)

text remediation
with low RDF
(module B)

no remediation
(module C)

text remediation
eith high RDF
(module A)

R3. no remediation
(module C)

text remediation
with high RDF
(module A)

text rediation
with low RDF
module B)

"4
text remediation
with high RDF
(module a)

no remediation
(module c)

text remedidtion
with low RDF
(module b)

Ro

text remediation
with low RDF
(module B)

text remediation
with high RDF
(module A)

no remediation
(module C)

no remediation
(module C)

text remediation
with low RDF.
(module B)

text remediation
with high RDF
(module A)

MODULE CHARACTERISTICS

Module A: text remediation with high RDF

Module B: text remediation with lOw RDF

Module C: no remediation (control)

Figure 1S. Two Orthogonal Squares
Design for Testing Hypothesis IV
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1 As shown in Figure 15, each studei:t will be randomly assigned

I

,

to one of six groups. In each CPT Unit, the students will receive

)

the initial summary statements in a different medium. If a student

does not pass a test following a particular summary statement, he

will be branched immediately to one of three remediation conditions

(including the "no remediation" control condition) in the text

medium.

As an example of the experimental procedure, consider the

c:der of events in Unit 1.

In Unit 1, the students, in four of the groups (rows) will each

be provided with two text workbooks,one containing the summary

statement and the other containing the remediation sequences.

The students in rows 1 and 4 (Module A) will read a summary

statement in the first text and then take a short test covering

the material in that statement. If the student passes this test

he will go on to the next summary statement. If he fails the

test, he will be branched to the second text, which contains a

rewritten version of the summary statement in a frame sequence

with a response required in each frame. At the completion of

this sequence, he will be given the same test and regardless of

whether he passes it or not the second time, he will go to the

next summary statement in the first text workbook.

The students in. rows 2 and 5 (Module B) will receive the

same summary statements and tests as rows 1 and 4. However, if the

student fails to pass a summary statement test, he will be branched

to the second text, which contains a rewritten version of the

summary statement, which has all the mediators and other prompts
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...

as would a frame sequence, but a zero RDF (no questions). After
V.

reading this rewritten statement, the student will take the test

again; regardless of whether he passes or fails this test the

second time, he will go to the next summary statement in the

first test. The students in rows 3 and 6 (Module C) will only

receive the first texts with the summary statement. After read-

ing a statement, a student in this condition will take the test

covering the content of that statement. Regardless of lether

he passes or fails the test he will be instructed to continue

on the next summary statement.

Now consider Unit 2. The summary statements in this unit

will be presented onea slide-tape apparatus, and each student

will be given question books to answer the test which follows each

statement. If a student in Unit 2, rows 3 and S (Module A), fails

a summary statement test, he will be branched to a text contain-

ing a written version, in frame sequencr of the slide-test

statement. If a student in Unit 2, rows 6 or 1 (Module B), fails

a summary statement test, he will be branched to a text contain-

ing a rewritten version of the same statement, with all the

mediators and other prompts included (but with no questions).

The students in Unit 2, rows 2 and 4, will each receive the slide-

tape presentation of the summary statements; and will take a test

following each statement; however, regardless of whether they

pass or fail any test, they will continue on the next slide-tape

summary statement.

This procedure will be essentially the same in Unit 3, ex-

cept the summary statement will be presented by videotape medium;
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cediation will again be rewritten versions of the summary

ttAlnents, in the text medium.

An illustration of the procedure for Unit 2 is shown in

16 below.

Y.

here

Fail

Fail

A A
Summary Statement 1
(slide-tape medium)

Summary
Statement

Test

or Pass

Pass

Module C
(no rcmediation)

Module B

Module A

Module A
teat resuediation;
rewritten summary
statement, in frame
sequence; response
required in each
frame (high 1:DF)

Pass or Fail

Module B
text remediation:
rewritten summary
statement with
mediators 'included
No responses re-
quired (low RI)F)

Summary
Statement

Test

KISS or Fail

Summary Statement 7
(slide-tape ined;uut)

To summary
statement te,t, etc.

Figure 16. Illustration of Experimental Procedure for
Design of Hypothesis IV. Example Flowchart
of. Instruction Sequence of CPT Unit 2.
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An important feature of this design is that within each CPT

Unit,there arc three experimental treatments.and six groups

(rows) of students. Therefore, two groups of students combine

to take each treatment. The purpose of this arrangement is to

achieve complete counterbalancing of treatment sequences (in

two orthogonal squares), so that (1) no single student will

suffer inordinately from one of the experimental conditions, and

(2) so that the evaluation of both components of the units X

treatments interaction between students is permitted.

4.2.4.3 Statistical Procedures. The analysis of variance source

table for the statistical evaluation of Hypothesis IV is.shown

in Figure 17 below.

Source Formula df Error Term

Squares (Q) t-2 1

Row (R/Q "UT") (t-1)
2 4 S!RQ

Students (S/RQ) (t-1)
2

(n-1) 42

Units (U) t-1 2 S X (UT)/R

Treatments (T) t-1 2 S X (UT)/R

Residual "UT" (t-1)
2 4 S X (UT)/R

U X Q t-1 2 S X (UT)/R

T X Q t-1 2

S X (UT)/R t (t-1)
2

(n-1) 84

Total (t-2) (t-1). (n)-1 143

Figure 17. Analysis of. Variance Source Table
(simplified) for the Statistical
Evaluation of Hypothesis IV.
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There is one additional note related to the desi;n and

statistical procedure: The T X Q and U X Q interactions permit

evaluation of carry-over effects. This is particularly important

in the present hypothesis because of predicted differences be-

tween remediation procedures.

4.2.5 Hypothesis V

Using "peer-monitor" procedures will signi-
ficantly improve student performance in an
instructional sequence.

4.2.5.1 Introduction. In each of the four previous hypotheses',

designed to assess the effects of presentation variables, the

directioa and control of the instruction is largely external.

Although the students proceed through the course at their

own pace, the management decisions in particular modules are

predetermined and embedded within the presentation. Based on his.

performance, a student is instructed to read this or that -

rem2diation material, -go to one or another enrichment sequence,

progress to the next segment or repeat the first one, etc.

Essentially, student progress in all of these activities is

monitored by the instructional system.

A number of investigators, however, have suggested that in-

structional procedures may be significantly improved if the stu-

dent is allowed to participate in his own management. As Tosti

(1968) has written:

Another and often overlooked approach is to
get the student to do more of his own manage-
ment. This has sometimes been characterized
as making the student an "independent learner"
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(although there may be other behaviors
implied by this phrase). Even though he is"
still dependent on the system, he could be
allowed to make more decisions on his own,
which may be of more value than just solving

.the logistic problems. in a recent experi-
ment with junior college students, in an in-
dividualized program, self-management was
demonstrated to be the most significant factor
in student success (Csanyi and Beck, 1968).

Another monitoring form, once common in the
one-room schoolhouse, but now mostly'cliscon-
tinued, is peer management. Students may be
divided into pairs of teams in Which the stu-
dents manage each other's instructional pre-
sentation.

Keller (1966) and others have recently extended the concept of

peer-management into an elaborate system of individualized in-

struction in which the student manages a great deal of his be-

havior in the course.

Keller (1966) has described his basic procedures, appliea in

the teaching of an introductory psychology class:
t 4

The unique features of our method can be pre-
4 sented bst, perhaps, by quoting from a mimeo-

graphed hand-out which is given to each student
on his first day of class-attendance:

This is a course that permits you to move, from
start to finish, at your own pace. You will not
be held back by other students or forced to go
ahead until you are ready. At best, you may
meet all the requirements in less than one sem-
ester; at worst, you may not complete the job
within that time. How fast you go is up to you.

The work of this course will be divided into
certain units of content, which correspond
roughlyto a series of homework assignments and
laboratory exercises. These units will come in
a definite numerical order, and you must show
your complete mastery of each unit (by passing
a readiness test) before moving on to the next.

A good share of your reading may be done in the
classroom, at those times when no lecture,
demonstrations, or other activities are taking
place. Your classroom, that is, will sometimes
be a study-hall.



The lectures and demonstrations in this course
will have a different relation to the rest of
your work than is usually the rule. They will
be provided only when you have demonstrated
your readiness to appreciate'them; no examina-
tion will be based upon them; and you need not
attend them if you do not wish. When a certain
percentage of the class has reached a certain
point in the course, a lecture or a demonstra-
tion will be available at a stated time, but
your presence there will not be compulsory....

You will have an opportunity to ask questions
and to discuss the course with your classmates,
your proctor, your course assistant, or your
instructor. Group discussion will depend not
only upon your desire, but also upon your pre-
paration your readiress --- to engage in
such activity. Questions may be asked in
writin at any time, and will be individually
consi cred by your instructor.

The teaching staff of your course will include,
as already suggested, a proctor, a laboratory
assistant, a classroom assistant, and your
instructor. The proctor has been chosen for
his mastery of the course material and orien-
tation, for his maturity of judgment, for his
understanding *of the special problems that
confront you as a beginner, and for his will-
ingness to assist. He will provide you with
all your study materials except your text-
books. He will... pass upon your readiness
tests as satisfactory or unsatisfactory. His
judgment will ordinarily be law, but if he is
ever in serious doubt he can appeal to the
classroom assistant for a ruling, or even to
the instructor. Failure to pass a test on
the first try, the second, the third, or even
later, will not be held against you; better
too much testing than not enough, if your
final success is to be assured....

Your work it the laboratory will be carried
out under the direction of a graduate lab-
oratory assistant, whose detailed duties need
not be listed here. In addition, there will
be a graduate classroom assistant, upon whom
your proctor hill depend fcr various course
materials (assignments, study questions,
special readings, and so on) and who will
collect and kc.lp up to date all progress
records for all course members. The class-
room assistant will confer with the instruc-
tor daily, aid the proctors on occasion, and
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act in a variety of ways to further the smooth
operation of the course machinery. :..

The instructor will have as his principal
responsibilities: (a) the selection of all
study materials used in this course; (b) the
organization and the mode of presentation of
these materials; (c) the construction of tests;
and (d) the final evaluation. of each student's
progress...It will be his duty also to provide
lectures, demonstrations, and discussion
opportunities for all students who have earned
the privilege; to act as a clearing-house for
requests and complaints; and to arbitrate in
any case of disagreement or misunderstanding
between students and proctors or assistants.

All students in the course are expected to take
a final examination, in which the entire term's
work will be represented. With certain....
exceptions to be mentioned later, this examina-
tion will come at the same time for all students,
at the end of the term. [The exceptions were
those students who finished early and chose to
be examined immediately, and those students who
took a grade of Incomplete.] The examination
will consist of qv.:stions which, in large part,
you have already answered in your readiness
tests. Twenty-five percent of your course
grade will be based upon this examination; the
remaining seventy-five percent of your grade
will be based upon the number of units of
reading and laboratory work that you have
completed successfully during the term."

Along with this description and a few instruc-
tions,.the student was given his first assign-
ment and his course began. The main classroom
was used as a study hall; a smaller classroom
was used for test-taking; and a third room,
containing seven proctors' cubicles, was set
aside for grading and discussion of tests..
When a student in the study hall felt ready
for examination, he went to the test room,
where the assistant gave him a test form and
his blue book. When the questions were
answered, the student returned the test form
and took his blue book to his proctor. After
the test was evaluated, it was retained by the
proctor, and the student either received a aew
assignment or was sent back to study for
another test on the same material, usually after
considerable discussion of the errors made.
The graded test was passed on to the classroom
assistant or the instructor at the end of the
hour, to be checked through and recorded.
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It should be noted that the first proctors were "volunteers

from the top 20 of a conventional lecture course having the same

general content as Cthe experimental) class." Later on, "non-

majors, 'sophomores, and, in one instance, a second term freshman"

served as proctors. "A well motilated A-student," Keller

suggested, "without obvious personality defects, and under

adequate supervision, is likely to met the requirements of the

job, without serious trouble. Moreover, Keller continued,

...I am at this time convinced that, with proper
supervision and moderately. careful screening,
for the task at hand, these proctors constitute
one UT-the best features of our course --- if
not the best. They are the ones who provide,
for each individual student, that personal con-
lact which is commonly denied to all but a
select few in most of our classes, and. which
is especially meaningful for the beginner in
any field. For this beginner, the instructor,
and even the assistant, may be a far-off
figure in another world, but the proctor is a

-person of status, who has the answers, under-
stands the problems, and is willing to help.
The relation between the student and the proc-
tor is established more firmly and workably
with every test that is graded --- whether it
be a pass or fail. And every step forward
made by fhe student is almost as satisfying
to the proctor as it is to him. A better
system of mutual reinforcement. is hard to
picture.

Since it appears that the proctor-student interaction may be

the most important characteristic in this system, it is only a
, -

procedural alteration to use as proctors those students in the

course who have completed a particular segment of instruction.

The proctors would then be the peers of the students who are

monitored; hence, the term "peer-monitor system."

As an example of how the system would operate, consider two

students progressing at approximately the same pace through the.
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Leadership Management Course. In a particular segment, boti,

would be given material to study, covering the content of that

segment, and would be requested to report to the instructor when

they felt they were ready for the progress check. The first stu-

dent to report would be given an alternate form of the progress

check. He would be asked to take the test, correct any errors,

and be prepared to quiz the second student on the progress check

when that student was ready. The first student would thus be

a peer-monitor for the second. After the interaction between the

students, both would take the final progress check. Students in

a control condition would be given the alternate progress check

and asked to correct any errors themselves (without consulting

another student) and to return when ready for the final progress

check. It is predicted that the students involved in the peer

monitor interaction will perform significantly better on the

progress checks and CPT Tests than those students not partici-

pating in the interactior.

4.2.S.2 Design and Procedure. Because the test of Hypothesis V

is planned for the second half of the Leadership Management

Course, formal specification of the design and Statistical pro-

cedures must await an analysis of the content and logistics of

those CPT Units. It is expected, however, that the treatment

groups will be compared in a within-subjects design. Each

student will experience each of the three following conditions:

Module A -- student acts as peer-monitor

Module B stud:At is monitored

Codule C (control) student does not participate in

the peer-monitor system
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Different groups of students will experience the experi-
-

mental treatments in a completely counterbalanced order, as in

Hypothesis III. Sinco three CPT Units will not .be available,

the progress check will be a primary measure of performance.

However, one CPT Unit may be designed so that some groups will

be given Modules A and B, and the other students given Module C.

In this design, the CPT Test scores may be used to assess the

differences within the unit between students ho participate in

the peer-monitor procedures and those who do not.



1.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Perhaps the most appropriate way of concluding this-descrip-

tion of the research and evaluation plans is to reproduce, with

a few slight modificPtions, the final paragraphs of Tosti and

Ball's (1968) paper on the media selection model, which discusses

the larger overall considerations and goals of continuing media

research:

It would be comforting to think that the
engineering model proposed in this report
would appear immediately in operational
educational systems and revive the ed'
bizz'.

However, the modeL proposed here is
neither sacred nor sufficient.

An initial look at the dimensions of media
produced a chart containing over 100 di-
mensional candidates organizable into small
numbers of generic dimensions only with
_great latitude in the meaning assigned to
generic heaiings. Many of the dimensions
were concerned with general learning theory
and threatened to broaden the media selec-
tion model beyond hope of a practical Solu-
tion.

The present dimensions of presentation
design arc a good first attempt to structure
presentation in terms meflningfql to the
behavioral engineer. Of course, the under-
lying philosophy in these dimensions and
the whole model is that behavior engineering
is a practical solution to the needs of
education. Overt considerations of behavior
engineering are foreign to present educa-
tional practice, but Home and others feel

that an acknowledgement of the efficacy of

behavioral engineering and its dedicated
practice in the schools will solve most of

the educators' problems.

Presentation engineering was discussed in

terms of empirical dimensions. A con-
tinuation into procedures for selecting pre-
sentation form must be made. Any real
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situation will also be finally judged in the
marketplace where cost, equipment, transition,
and completeness will be prime variables.
Much work is needed to devise and measure
alternate systems which will be responsive to
the demands of the market. The creation of
demand for a fixed product is another strat-
egy which the diversity of educators' inter-
ests, goals and experience and their auton-
omy seems to preclude.

Medialimitations is another research area
which will ultimately produce media selection
criteria together with behavioral change
expectancy figures.

If media, preferences really exist and if learn-
ing rates of individuals are sensitive to
media choice, then some measurable student
attributes must be defined which will provide
media selection guides. It would be optimal
to be able to derive curves for expected
behavioral change versus media selection on a
real-time basis for each student, and so pro-
vide material to achieve highest expected
gain.

A more practical solution may be to research
thoroughly the techniques of behavioral
engineering of the student so that a reasonable
(but possibly not optimal) gain is achieved
with a practical media multiplicity. Not
enough is yet known about media cues which pro:
mote media preference ' engineer the presen-
tation over several media devices.` The domain
of presentational and media cues must be
explored in depth.

Finally, the complexities of creating and main-
taining an operational system must be sorted
out. The job of educating will be only half
done when a system is on the store shelf.
Success will be largely a function of adminis-
tering a smc-th operating system that works
in the field, cranking out the required stu-
dent goals as was predicted on paper.
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I*

NOTES ON. THE ULTIPLE,-REGRESSION STATISTICS TO BE USED IN

EVALUATING THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

AND ,PERFORMANCE

The sources of variance used' as error terms in the analysis

of variance represent unexplained individual differences.which

will be subjected to additional analysis to identify subject

variables relaitgatoIearnindahlevement. in the analysis of

:Figure variance -among snpiocts is computed from the nevia,-

troilS- of each' stddent'S mean score- from tile mean of his own

.grJup. Regression of these deviation scores on selected subject

-variables will identify those variables associated with indivi-

dual differences. in overall performance during the experiment.

Variation in the regression for subjects under different row

-treatments will identify variables associated with individual

differences in response to treatments, i.e., subject X row-treat-

ment interactions. The subject X unit variance comes from devia-

tions.of each student's scores from the means of the Latin Square

cells and from the student's Overall mean, and May be similarly
....

analyzed to identify variables associated with individual differ-

-ences in response to counterbalanced treatments.

In aedition to studying single regressions for subject-var-

iables where specific a'.priori, hypotheses may be set up, it is

desirable for interpretive purposes to obtain multiple regressions

predicting as much of the error variances as possible. As is well

known, single regressions may-be misleading indications of. the

"true" importance of a variable in prediction, since the contri-
bution- of other correlated predictor variables is not partialed;



1,4',11V.14X-111aam,e.74.-;,==_,

Out (Darlington, 068). However, considering the small number of

degrees of freedom available in the error sources, the number of

variables which can 'be simultaneous-1j entered- into regression is

Severely limited.

Therefore, the regression analysis will be conducted in two

Stages. In the first stage, multiple rreg.ressions will be devel-

oped sepatately for data under each treatment_ condition, using the

Stepwise method for selecting predictor variables from the entirec

Set available, as described by Elfroymson (1962). On the basis of

:Study of the results" of the'fittt stake, a much smaller number of

important predictors will be retained in a second multiple regres-

Sion analysis performed on the combined data.

In addition to first-order linear terms, second order quad-

ratic terms will be included in the regression model as a cheek on

nonlinearity of regression, as well as product terms to check

'possible interactions among the subject variables. Assuming the

selection of K = 3 variables in the first stage, the source table

for the 'complete second stage analysisis shown in Figure 18.

The contribution of each of the K variables to the sources shown

in Figure 18 would, of course, be' examined separately in the

actual analysis but are combined here for brevity. The final

form of the analysis may also be considerably reduced by pooling

with the deviatYon sources those components of variance which show
little or no contribution to prediction. Quadratic or product

terms may also be eliminated on the basis of the results of the
.

Analysis in the first stage., Final tests of significance would
be F-tests,

using the pooled deviation sources as estimates of pure:
error.



I

Sr

Source df. Formula df

Subjects S/RM

Regression

-Linear (L)

Quadratic (Q)

mr (n - 1)

k2 + 3k

k

k

44

18

3

3

Product (P)_ k lc - 1) 3
2

L X M
3

-Q' X M k
3.

:P X M k (k - 1) 3
2

Deviation from mr (n - 1) 26

k - 3)(k

S X U/RM mr (n - 1) (t - 1) 132

Regression
.108

L X Units 3k
9

L X :,Treatments Sk
IS

1 X Residual 4k 12

Q.X Units 3k
9

Q X Treatments 5k 15

Q .X Residual 4k 12

1' X Units
3

k (k 1) 9
2

P X Treatments
5

k (k - 1) 15
2

P X Residual
4

k (le - 1) 12
2

Deviation from Reg. (n - 1) (t - 1) 24

6k (k + 3)

Figure 18 -- Source Table for Second Stage
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